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Frame the condition / challenge / situation around learning webmaking or webmaker literacies by naming 
the key question for Mozilla.

As a group focus your idea by sketching two prototypes of your scenario by intentionally ma-
nipulating one variable. For example work with the same motivation and intention but change 
a variable like whether children are taught to program at elementary school or are given 
vouchers for a limited number of extra-curricular activities (including sport, art, code).

Prototype 1 - 

Prototype 2

With reference to the possible world you are exploring, propose a scenario that helps illuminate 
the question for Mozilla.

Chose a peer from another group and share your prototypes. Note any feedback that you should 
consider in your next iteration.

FRAME / The Situation 

PROPOSE / How Might We? 

EVALUATE / What next? 

PROTOTYPE / What if...?
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As a group focus your idea by sketching two prototypes of how your intervention feels by in-
tentionally manipulating one variable. For example work with the same motivation and inten-
tion but change a variable like whether it feels like LEGO for expert makers or LEGO for people 
trying to break the Guiness Book of Records for most bricks.

Prototype 1 - 

Prototype 2

Adding shape to your scenario propose a community and/or product based intervention by focus-
ing on how the intervention should make people feel. For example, learning HTML in 2016 should 
feel like playing with LEGO before they introduced licensed characters.

Within your group share your prototypes. Note any feedback that you should consider iand fold 
that into your next iteration.

PROPOSE / How Might It Feel? 

EVALUATE / What next? 

PROTOTYPE / What if...?
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As a group focus your idea by sketching two prototypes of your intervention by intentionally 
manipulating one variable. For example change a variable like whether whether the commu-
nity is organized around badges in their backpack or by types of literacies.

Prototype 1 - 

Prototype 2

Building on previous iterations of your intervention focus on how the intervention might work 
- this refers to the community/system/service/experience/product you are designing and how it 
might function. For example, mentors propose new webmaking challenges each week with nov-
ices racing to complete within the week to earn badges.

Within your group share your prototypes. Note any feedback that you should consider iand fold 
that into your next iteration.

PROPOSE / How Might It Work? 

EVALUATE / What next? 

PROTOTYPE / What if...?
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As a group focus your idea by sketching two prototypes of your intervention by intentionally 
manipulating one variable. For example change a variable like whether it’s embedded within 
the Mozilla webmaker community or through partnership with the future version of an ani-
mated Instagram.

Prototype 1 - 

Prototype 2

Building on previous iterations focus on how the intervention might interact - this refers to how 
your community/system/service/experience/product interacts with the world. For example, how 
might the intervention interact with the primary social media platforms.

Within your group share your prototypes. Note any feedback that you should consider iand fold 
that into your next iteration.

PROPOSE / How Might It Interact? 

EVALUATE / What next? 

PROTOTYPE / What if...?
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As a group focus your idea by sketching two sharing tactics by considering the sequence of 
first presenting to Parsons community (or other communities you have access to) and second 
presenting to Mozilla Team.

Share 1 - Parsons

Share 2 - Mozilla Team

Propose how to share your world, scenario, and intervention with others for critique.  

Within your group review sharing tactic. Do further iterations of the second round (work, interact 
etc) and then repeat this share round.

PROPOSE / How Might We Share? 

EVALUATE / What next? 

PROTOTYPE / What if...?


